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StarWORKS Global is thrilled to announce that we are implementing the StarPOINTS rewards
program and the immersive VR Sports Training on Bali Island Villas and Spa in Seminyak.
Through this amazing partnership, StarPOINTS registered members will be able to use their
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points to play VR Sports in Bali Island Villas and Spa and have the opportunity to earn additional
cashback rewards by playing VR sports!

List of VR Sports Games You Can Play
Our state-of-the-art VR offers guests who want to stay at Bali Island Villas the opportunity to
engage in an immersive and personalized fitness experience in a virtual environment.

Here's a curated selection of VR sports games that will transport you from your living room to
the heart of the sports and exercise:

1. Creed: Rise to Glory
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Step into the shoes of Adonis Creed and embark on a boxing journey like no other. "Creed: Rise
to Glory" allows players to experience the intensity of the boxing ring, with realistic graphics and
intuitive controls that make every jab and hook feel authentic. Train with the legendary Rocky
Balboa and rise through the ranks in this adrenaline-pumping VR boxing simulation.

2. First Person Tennis
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For those with a love for the court, "First Person Tennis" brings the fast-paced excitement of
tennis to virtual reality. Swing your racket, serve aces, and engage in thrilling matches against
virtual opponents. With realistic physics and dynamic gameplay, this VR tennis experience
captures the essence of the sport, offering an immersive and entertaining challenge.

3. FitXR
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FitXR, photo by WIRED

Transform your fitness routine with "FitXR," a virtual reality fitness game combining engaging
workouts and gaming excitement. Offering a variety of workouts, from boxing to dance, FitXR
makes exercise fun and dynamic. Track your progress, set fitness goals, and enjoy a new
dimension of interactive fitness in the comfort of your virtual space.

4. PunchFit
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Get ready to break a sweat with "PunchFit," a VR boxing game designed to deliver an intense
and satisfying workout. With responsive controls and a focus on technique, PunchFit provides
an authentic boxing experience catering to beginners and seasoned fitness enthusiasts. Jab,
cross and hook your way to a healthier, more active lifestyle.

5. Hoame: Meditation, Mindfulness & Breathwork VR
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Shift gears from high-energy sports to mindfulness with "Hoame." This unique VR experience
takes you on a meditation, mindfulness, and breathwork journey. Immerse yourself in serene
environments, guided meditations, and calming breath exercises to promote relaxation and
mental well-being. Hoame offers a refreshing break from the intensity of sports games, providing
a holistic approach to virtual wellness.
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